
Week 1
A lot of progress was made in this first week of Build Season! Our team is ready to
blast off into the busy weeks of build season and beyond. Compared to last year,
most subgroups are ahead of their schedules they created in the summer off-
season meeting. Thanks to the committed leadership and skilled adult mentors,
TALON 540 looks forward to the rest of the season!
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Subgroup News
The Mechanical Corner
 The Mechanical Corner has blasted it out of this
world this week, by finishing the "Rocket" field
element and working on the "Habitat" element
piece. With constant improvements on the
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prototypes for the intake and drive-train, this year is looking great!

The CAD Cove
 CAD has prototype a new design, and was able to
prototype the "Hatch," testing it with the remaining
field pieces. They plan on adding motors and finish
the intake system, and finally test the robot's

"Rocket" capabilities.

The Electrical Crew
So far this season, Electrical has been using their
semi-free time (waiting for a drive-train), by
soldering the CIM motors in-house, as well as
constructing the basis of the e-board.

The Programming Party
Programming has been busy this Build Season, even
without a bot to work with. They have started
implementing mobile compatibility to the internal
scouting website, as well as refurbishing the current

team website! In addition to improvements to last year's scouting code, they have
preliminary drive code completed.They have finished a CAD mock up of field,
imported it into the Unity engine, and added full collision meshes to the entire
field for a VR simulation later in the Build Season.

The Strategy Hub
This season, Strategy has compiled complete
dimensions of the field and have mapped them out
entirely. In order to begin creating 2019's drive
team, they have made two completely new tests for
prospective candidates for the drive team. The tests are based off of the game
manual, involving regulations as well as general game knowledge. And finally,
they've made minor adjustments to the scouting formula, in conjunction with
Programming.

Looking Ahead...
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Week 2 and Beyond
With this week winding down our strategy and designing processes, we dive more
and more into the technical aspect of the build season. We're hoping to push our
limits and make it to the big stages, but that's going to need a lot of hard work.
Hard work that we're willing to put in.
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